We obtain a slowly rotating black hole solution in the scalar-tensor theory of gravity with nonminimal derivative coupling to the Einstein tensor. Properties of the obtained solution have been examined carefully. We also investigate the thermodynamics of the given black hole. To obtain thermodynamic functions, namely its entropy we use the Wald procedure which is suitable for quite general diffeomorphism-invariant theories. The applied approach allowed us to obtain the expression for entropy and the first law of black hole thermodynamics. Having introduced thermodynamic pressure which is related to the cosmological constant we have examined thermodynamics of the black hole in the so called extended phase space. The extended phase space and specifically chosen scalar "charge" allowed us not only to obtain the generalized first law but also derive the Smarr relation. The behaviour of black hole's temperature, heat capacity and Gibbs free energy shows a lot of similarities with the behaviour of the corresponding values for Schwarzschild-AdS black hole in standard General Relativity.
Introduction
Einstein's theory of General Relativity is extremely successful theory whose predictions are in tight agreement with huge amount of precision experiments, especially for the weak-field or slow-motion regime [1, 2] . At the same time some strong field predictions still are difficult to be verified but recently made detection of gravitational waves [3, 4, 5] opens new way for examination of strong-field gravity. Black holes are among the ideal objects to check the predictions of General Relativity. It should be noted that several important issues such as origin of curvature singularities, cosmological constant problem, dark energy/dark matter issue, higher order curvature corrections bring the idea of modification of General Relativity [6] . Among number of possible generalizations of General Relativity so called Horndeski gravity [7] has been attracting a lot of interest for recent years. Proposed few decades ago, Horndeski gravity [7] represents the most general scalar tensor theory of gravity where field equations of motion are of the second order over derivatives. Horndeski gravity was rediscovered in the context of Galileon theories, namely the scalar-tensor theories with Galilean symmetry in flat space-time. The equivalence of Galileon theories in a space of arbitrary dimension [8] to Horndeski gravity in four dimensions was established [9] . It was shown that Horndeski gravity can be obtained from higher dimensional Lovelock theory with help of Kaluza-Klein procedure [10, 11] . It should also be noted that tensor-multiscalar theories [12, 13] and multiscalar versions of Horndeski gravity [15, 16, 17, 18] can be formulated.
Despite its appealing features and numerous applications Horndeski gravity in its general setup remains a bit cumbersome and it is important to maintain some of the attractive features in particular cases of the general Horndeski theory. One of the most interesting particular cases is the so called theory with nonminimal derivative coupling where the scalar field inherited from the Horndeski theory is nonminimally coupled to gravity. We also note that nonminimal derivatively coupled terms of the scalar field and gravity appear in low energy effective action of string theory [19, 20, 21] and ghost-free nonlinear massive gravity [22] . The theory with nonminimal derivative coupling was also applied to vast area of problems in cosmology [23, 24] . In particular, inflationary cosmological solutions were considered in [23, 24] . Exact cosmological solutions with derivative coupling were also examined [25] . Quintessence and phantom cosmology solutions were considered and different types of evolutionary scenarios were obtained [26] . Dynamics of scalar field in a cosmological model with nonminimal derivative coupling was investigated in [27, 28, 29] . Role of nonminimal coupling in the accelerated expansion at late times was examined in [30] . Slow-roll inflation was considered [31, 32] . Cosmological models with nonminimal coupling and additional power-law potential and their stability were investigated [34] . Reheating process during rapid oscillations of inflation in the framework of nonminimally derivatively coupled theory was considered in [35, 36] . Curvaton model was also examined [37, 38, 39] .
Investigation of black holes and other compact object is also very interesting issue. For the first time a black hole in the theory with nonminimal derivative coupling without cosmological constant in four dimensional case was considered in [40] where a static solution was obtained and examined. Cosmological constant was taken into account in the paper [41] where four and five dimensional solutions were obtained and thermodynamics of corresponding black holes was investigated. Stealth Schwarzschild and partially self-tuned dS-Schwarzschild solutions were examined in the work [42] . Four and multidimensional solution was also investigated in [43, 44] . Black hole solution in a more general shift-symmetric Horndeski theory was examined [45] . BTZtype black hole solution and its thermodynamics were considered in [46] . Thermodynamics of uncharged and charged black holes in case of nonminimal derivate coupling was investigated in [47, 48] . The existence of black hole hair in Horndeski theory was examined in [49] . Four dimensional slowly rotating black hole in Horndeski theory was studied [50] . Warped three dimensional AdS black hole solution was obtained [51] . Stable black hole solution in shiftsymmetric Horndeski theory was examined in [52] . Neutron and boson stars in the theory with nonminimal derivative coupling were investigated [53, 54, 55, 56] . Black holes with nonminimal coupling and Gauss-Bonnet term were examined [57, 58] .
In our work we consider multidimensional slowly rotating black hole solution in the theory with nonminimal derivative coupling. This work is organized in the following way. In the second section we write the equations of motion for the theory with nonminimal derivative coupling taking into account the assumption about slow rotation. In the third section we solve the written equations of and investigate obtained solution. In the forth section we obtain black hole temperature and entropy and examine its thermodynamics. Finally, the fifth section contains some conclusions.
Field equations for the system with nonminimal derivative coupling
We start from a relation for action which consists of two parts, namely standard Einstein-Hilbert term plus cosmological constant and the second part which includes terms with minimal and nonminimal derivative coupling with some scalar field. The resulting action can be written in the form:
where g µν denotes the the metric, g = det(g µν ) is the determinant of the mentioned metric, R and G µν are the Ricci scalar and the Einstein tensor for the metric g µν correspondingly, Λ is the cosmological constant, ϕ denotes the scalar field coupled to gravity and finally α and η are minimal and nonminimal coupling constants respectively. Varying the action (1) and having used the principle of the least action one can derive equations of motion. The equations for the gravitational field take the following form:
where T
(1)
As it is easy to see the term T
µν is the ordinary energy momentum tensor for the scalar field ϕ and the second term T (2) µν appears due to nonminimal derivative coupling of the scalar field with gravity. The equations for the scalar field takes the following form:
We are to obtain a (n + 1)-dimensional slowly rotating black hole solution. It is known that when n > 3 a black hole might have several angular momenta which represent rotations in different nonintersecting planes. In this paper we consider the simplest case of rotation in one plane, so we would have the only parameter a characterizing the rotation. The metric is supposed to take the form:
where a is the parameter related to the angular momentum of the black hole and dΩ 2 n−3 is the standard metric of a unit (n − 3)-dimensional sphere. It should be noted that all the unknown functions U (r), W (r) and f (r) depend on the radial coordinate r only.
Having used the evident from of the metric (6) one might write the Einstein equations (2) in the form:
and here X = f ′ − 2f /r. The equation (5) can be represented in the form:
From the latter equation it follows immediately that:
To simplify integration of the equations (7)- (10) we can choose the constant C to be equal to zero (C = 0). This choice allows one to decouple the system of equations (7)- (8) easily. It is worth noting that the latter choice is equivalent to the condition:
So when one imposes the condition (13) the field equation (5) is satisfied immediately. We also remark that the same requirement was imposed on the component of metric tensor and corresponding component of the Einstein tensor in the works where black holes with nonminimally coupled scalar field were considered [41, 45] . It should be noted that the metric (6) contains three unknown functions, whereas Einstein equations (2) give rise to the four written above equations (7)-(10) so one of them appears to be a "redundant" equation. In our case we can take the system of the equations (7)- (8) which together with the condition (13) allow us to find the unknown functions U (r), W (r) and ϕ ′ . Usually the "redundant" equations are used for obtaining of some constraints on integration constants that appears due to integration of the independent system of equations. One can verify that in our case the "redundant" equation (9) will be just an identity for the solutions that we will obtain. Finally, the equation (10) is used for the purpose of finding the function f (r).
Solutions of the field equations
The solution we are going to obtain will depend on the sign of parameters α and η. Firstly, we investigate the solution for the case α > 0 and η > 0. It should be remarked that the solution depends on the parity of dimension of space n. In case of the odd n we have:
and here d 2 = η(n − 1)(n − 2)/2α and µ is a constant of integration which is related to mass of the black hole (so called mass parameter).
For the case of even n we obtain:
It is worth emphasizing that when µ = 0 nontrivial solution of Einstein equations still exists and it represents so called gravitational solitons. Two other functions, namely W (r) and ϕ ′ (r), for the even as well as for the odd dimensions take the form as follows:
It is worth being noted that the square of derivative of the scalar potential (17) has to be nonnegative outside the black hole's horizon to provide nonnegativity of the kinetic energy of the scalar field ∇ µ ϕ∇ µ ϕ in the outer domain and due to the change of sign of the metric function W (r) when one crosses the horizon the kinetic energy of the scalar field remains positive definite in the inner domain. The positivity can be provided when the cosmological constant is negative and satisfies the condition Λ < −η/α. Finally, the function f (r) which allows to take into account slow rotations takes the form:
where C 2 and C 3 are integration constants. It should be stressed that the function f (r) has completely the same dependence of the radial coordinate r as it is in the case of a slowly rotating Kerr-AdS(-dS) solution in standard General Relativity. Now we consider asymptotic behaviour of our metric functions for different regimes. Firstly we examine the odd dimensional case and then proceed to the even one.
Firstly we investigate the behaviour of the metric functions U (r) and W (r) for small r. To perform that task we decompose the function arctan(r/d) into a series for small r. It is easy to verify that after the decomposition we obtain:
Here the first three terms completely recover the Schwarzschild-AdS solution and the last two terms represent the correction due to nonminimal derivative coupling. For the other metric function W (r) we reveal that W (r) ≃ 1/U (r), so here we go back again to the relation between the metric functions of the Schwarzschild-AdS black hole's solution. The result given by the relation (19) has clear explanation, namely the coupling with the scalar field and in particular nonminimal coupling has to some extent cosmological origin, so it affects on the behaviour of the solution on larger, cosmological scales. Since we consider a black hole which is supposed to be a relatively compact object, the modification of solutions obtained in the framework of standard General Relativity is rather moderate and this fact is reflected by the relation (19) . Now we consider the regime of large nonminimal coupling (large η), so we suppose that the term which represents the minimal coupling, namely the term which contains the factor α is substantially smaller than the term which represents the nonminimal coupling (the trem with the factor η). In this case we have:
It is worth remarking that:
For large distances (r is large) an asymptotic relation for the arctan(r/d) can be utilized and as a consequence we arrive at the expression:
We point out here that the dominating term at the infinity is of the order ∼ r 2 so the behaviour of the metric at the infinity is the same as for AdS-type black holes, but in contrast to standard General Relativity here we have "effective" cosmological constant (α − Λη) 2 /4αη instead of its "pure" value Λ in the ordinary case. We also note, that in the case of large r for the product of the metric functions we have:
The second peculiarity of the written asymptotic relation for the metric function (22) is the presence of the terms combined in the sum which decrease at the infinity slowly than the term ∼ 1/r n−2 , there are no corresponding terms in the ordinary case. The term 1/r n−2 represents Schwarzschild-like behaviour but instead of the constant µ a new factor appears which depends on the parameters α and η as well as on the cosmological constant Λ. It is also worth being remarked that when n = 3 we do not have the terms that decrease slowly than 1/r, so Schwarzschild-like behaviour of decaying terms can be recovered exactly only in this case.
We remark that when Λ = −α/η we obtain exact Schwarzschild-AdS(-dS) solution. So, one can write:
Here we also have that W (r)U (r) = 1 and ϕ ′ = 0 so the scalar potential might be only a constant and this fact explains why we arrive at the exact solution (23) . We also remark that the identical situation takes place for the case of even dimensions when Λ = −α/η. Now we consider the case of even space dimensions, so we analyze the metric function (15) . To study the behaviour of the metric function U (r) (15) for small r we decompose the logarithmic term in it into a series. Fortunately enough the first several terms in this decomposition allow to eliminate the sum in the metric function (15) completely, so the situation is identical to the case of the odd n that we had before, so for the small distances we arrive at the relation (19) again. Thus, for small distances there is no difference between the cases of different parities of n as it should be, because we recover the standard Schwarzschild-AdS solution which is identical for the both parities of n. Similarly we obtain the asymptotes for the case when nonminimal coupling is large (η is large). Finally, we investigate the metric function (15) when r is considerably greater than the parameter d. We can use asymptotic formula for the logarithm that we have in the function U (r):
Having used the latter relation we can write: The written above relation demonstrates some similarity with the given before relation for the asymptotic of the metric function U (r) for odd n (22). First of all, for large r the metric (15) shows AdS-like behaviour similarly as it was for the metric (14) and it supports the fact that the large r asymptotic is supposed to be the same for both parities of n. The second similarity between the relations (22) and (25) is due to the fact that for large n both of them contain the sum of the terms decaying slowly than 1/r n−2 at infinity. The main difference between the relations (22) and (25) is due to logarithmic factor ln(r/a) which makes the decay of the ∼ 1/r n−2 term slower at infinity for even n than it was for the odd n. The less notable difference between the mentioned asymptotes is related to the terms that go down faster than 1/r n−2 at infinity. For the case of odd n they have the leading term of the order ∼ 1/r n−1 while for the even n the leading term is ∼ 1/r n . The behaviour of the metric function U (r) is demonstrated on the Fig. (1) . This figure shows that the metric function U (r) is monotonically increasing with the only root r + corresponding to the horizon point. The increase of this function for large r becomes slower with increasing of the dimension n what is seen easily from the relations (14) and (15) .
The important characteristics which can explain whether the obtained solution represents the black hole is the behaviour of Kretschmann scalar. It can be written in the form:
It should be noted that in the latter relation we have neglected the terms proportional to a 2 . For simplicity we have not substituted the evident form of the functions U (r) and W (r). Special attention should be paid to the behaviour of Kretschmann scalar R µνκλ R µνκλ at the points where the metric shows singular behaviour. Firstly, it can be shown that at the horizon the Kretschmann scalar is nonsingular which tells us that at this point we have ordinary coordinate singularity that is typical for any other black hole. When the r → 0 for the Kretschmann scalar we have:
and one can conclude that in this case we have physical singularity. We remark that due to the fact that when r → 0 the leading terms of the metric functions (14) and (15) are those that
give Schwarzschild-like behaviour and the Kretschmann scalar (27) at small distances close the singularity point (r = 0) shows the same dependence of r as it is for ordinary Schwarzschild solution. In the case when r → ∞ one obtains:
So at the infinity the Kretschmann scalar gets finite value which depends on the dimension of space as well as on the parameters α and η which are given in the action (1) and does not depend on the constant of integration that characterizes a particular solution of equations of motion. We also note that for large distances (r → ∞) the Kretschamnn scalar takes the same dependence of the dimension of space n as it takes for AdS-solution and it can be treated as an additional fact confirming the AdS-behaviour of the obtained solution for large distances that has been mentioned earlier. The given analysis shows that the only physical singularity appears when r = 0 and it corroborates the fact that we have black hole solution.
For the case of negative relation η/α < 0 (in the following it is supposed that α > 0 and η < 0) we have other expressions for the metric function U (r). Again we treat separately the cases of odd and even dimensions of the space n. In the case of negative η the expressions (16) and (17) are valid and it means that to provide the existence of stable solutions we have to impose that α/|η| > Λ, so in this case the cosmological constant might be positive as well as negative in contrast to the situation that we had before where the only negative values for the cosmological constant were allowed. It should also be stressed that the point r = |η|(n − 1)(n − 2)/2α is the point where the function (ϕ ′ ) 2 is divergent and crossing of this point changes its sign, so it separates the stable and unstable domains. Now we can write a solution for the odd n:
It should be noted that here d 2 = |η|(n − 1)(n − 2)/2α. One can see that the logarithmic term of the expression (29) is divergent when r = d, so we have some kind of coordinate singularity at this point. This singularity can be explained by the mentioned above fact about the divergence of the derivative of the scalar potential at this point, but for the function U (r) we do not have the change of sign in the vicinity of the point. We also remark that the Kretschmann scalar R κλµν R κλµν does not diverge at the point r = d. It can be shown that the function U (r) might have two roots (U (r) = 0), namely the first of them lies below the point r d = d (r i < r d ), whereas the other one r c is greater then r d (U (r c ) = 0) and the function (29) becomes negative for larger values of r (r > r c ) (see the Fig.(2) ). It leads to the conclusion that the point r = r c can be treated as a cosmological horizon. This analysis bring us to the conclusion that the smaller root r i should be identified with the event horizon of the black hole, but as it has already been mentioned the point of instability r d where the kinetic energy of the scalar field ϕ changes sign appears to be in the outside domain of a black hole. So, we can conclude that the obtained solution (29) cannot be treated as a black hole. We also point out that with increasing of the cosmological constant Λ, but when still Λ < α/|η| the metric function (29) would be negative for almost all values of r excluding the point r d . This fact additionally corroborate the conclusion that we cannot consider the obtained solution for metric function U (r) (29) as metric function for a black hole. Finally, we obtain the solution for even n: The careful analysis of the obtained metric function (30) shows that its behaviour is completely identical to the behaviour of previously examined function (29) so it immediately gives rise to the conclusion that the obtained solution (30) does not represent a black hole. To sum it up one can conclude that the black hole solutions appear only for positive parameter η.
Having used the relations (14) and (15) one can obtain relations for the mass parameter µ as functions of horizon radius r + . It can be written as follows:
for odd n and
for the case of even n. The dependence µ = µ(r + ) for different dimensions n is depicted on the Fig.(3) . The Figure shows that the mass parameter is monotonically increasing function of the horizon radius r + and for larger values of r + the rise of this function is faster for higher values of n. In the following we will show that the mass of the black hole M is directly proportional to the mass parameter µ so described above the behaviour of the mass parameter can be completely applied to the black hole's mass. It should also be noted that the monotonous behaviour of the mass parameter that has just been mentioned makes the thermodynamical functions such as internal energy or enthalpy to be well defined which is extremely important for thermodynamics of the black hole.
4 Thermodynamics of the black hole
Temperature of the black hole
In this section we will obtain thermodynamic functions for the given above black hole solution and investigate their behaviour. It is known that all black holes possess such characteristic as a temperature. To obtain the black hole's temperature we rely on a well known technique which uses the notion of surface gravity κ:
where χ a are components of a Killing vector which should be null on the event horizon. It is easy to verify that the time translation vector χ µ = ∂/∂t would be the very same Killing vector which satisfies mentioned above conditions in the first order approximation over the angular momentum parameter a. Having calculated the surface gravity by using the formula (33) and taking into account the definition of black hole's temperature we obtain:
where r + denotes the event horizon radius of the black hole. It is clear that because we have different evident forms for the metric functions U (r) corresponding to some particular choice of the space dimension (even or odd n) we arrive at different expressions for the temperature which will be treated separately in the following. As it was noted above the black hole solution takes place when both parameters α and η are positive and as a result the temperature (34) takes the following form:
for odd n and T = 1 4π
for even n. It is worth mentioning that the temperature in both written above relations is represented as a function of the horizon radius. These dependences for different dimensions n are shown on the Fig. (4) . As it is easy to see that qualitatively the curves are similar with some specific minimum point which reflects the existence of the Hawking-Page phase transition [71] . One can also conclude that with the increasing of n, the point of minimum goes to larger radii r + and the increase of the temperature for small r + becomes faster whereas for large r + it goes up slowly than for smaller n.
Wald formalism and black hole's entropy
In order to derive the generalized first law of black hole thermodynamics Wald proposed an elegant formalism which allows to obtain variation of a Hamiltonian with help of a Noether conserved current [61, 62] . It should be noted that Wald formalism is applicable for quite general diffeomorphism-invariant theories with higher derivatives. We also note that this formalism was used to derive the first law of thermodynamics for numerous black holes with AdS-asymptotic behaviour, namely for Einstein-scalar [63, 64] , Einstein-Proca [65] , Einstein-Yang-Mills theories [66] and some other variants [67, 68] . Since we depart from the same action that was investigated in the paper [47] so our following derivations are analogous to those ones in the mentioned work. Variating the action (1) we obtain the surface terms of the form:
and here we use the following notations:
According to Wald procedure a 1-form can be defined J (1) = J µ dx µ and as a result its Hodge dual can be written:
Then it is supposed that an infinitesimal diffeomorphism is performed (δx µ = ξ µ ). As a result one can write:
where it is assumed that the equations of motion are satisfied. Here it is also supposed that i ξ denotes contraction of the infinitesimal field ξ µ with the first index of n-form. Now the form * J (2) can be identified with a (n − 1)-form, namely Q (n−1) ≡ * J (2) . To install the relation with the first law of black hole thermodynamics the infinitesimal vector ξ µ should be chosen to be time-like Killing vector which is null on the horizon. It was shown that the variation of the Hamiltonian with respect to the integration constant of a specific solution can be represented by the following expression [61, 62] :
and here c denotes a Cauchy surface and Σ n−1 is its boundary with two components, namely at the horizon and at the infinity. Wald formalism demonstrates that the first law of thermodynamics can be obtained from the relation:
It was shown that for the theories with nonminimal derivative coupling [47] one arrives at:
where e.o.m. denotes the terms which give equations of motion. As a consequence we arrive at:
Having used the chosen representation of the metric (6) we might write the forms Q, the contracted form i ξ Θ and their difference. Firstly, we represent the terms corresponding to pure Einsteinian gravity:
and here Ω (n−1) denotes the n − 1-form over angular variables. We note that given above relations coincide with corresponding relations given for static black holes [63, 64, 47] . The offdiagonal term g tϕ which is related to rotation would give the terms proportional to a 2 and they are not taken into account in the relations (47)- (49). Now we write the forms corresponding to the nonminimally coupled terms:
(52) Taking into consideration the relations (49) and (52) one can obtain total difference of variations:
where we used the fact that δ (ϕ ′ ) 2 /W = 0. For further calculations it is more convenient to redefine the function W (r) in the following way: W (r) = 1/g(r). As a result the final form of the relation (53) can be represented as follows:
Now it necessary to calculate the variation (54) at the horizon as well as at the infinity. At the infinity we obtain:
The latter relation shows that variation of the Hamiltonian at the infinity in case of the black hole with nonminimal derivative coupling is completely identical to the corresponding relation in Einstein's theory. As a result, the mass of the black hole can be written as follows:
which coincides with the mass of Schwarzschild-anti-de Sitter black hole in General Relativity. The variation of Hamiltonian at the horizon can be cast in the form:
(57) where A = ω n−1 r n−1 + is the horizon area of the black hole. It is evident that in the latter equation the one quarter of horizon area cannot be identified with the the entropy of the black hole because such identification gives rise to violation of one of the basic relation of thermodynamics. To cure this situation firstly it was supposed that in general the entropy is not equal to a quarter of area of horizon but the right hand side of the relation is equal to T δS to keep the well established relation from black hole thermodynamics, but this way might lead to quite complicated relation between the area A and the entropy S which is not universal and depends on the considered solution [47] . The other difficulty related to that alternative expression for entropy is due to the fact that it might not allow to obtain Smarr relation for black hole's mass, temperature and entropy in general case, whereas the naive assumption about the same expression for the entropy as in ordinary General Relativity might give a chance to derive this relation. To overcome those difficulties it was proposed that an additional "charge" related to the scalar field ϕ(r) should be introduced [48] . To obtain that "charge" we rewrite the relation (57) in the form:
The entropy is under the variation in the first term of the right hand side of the latter relation and takes the form [48] :
whereas the remaining part of the right hand side of the relation (58) can be represented as follows:
and here Q + ϕ is the scalar "charge" at the horizon and Φ + ϕ is the potential canonically conjugate the "charge" at the horizon. It should be pointed out that the written above relation does not lead to a unique expressions for the "charge" Q + ϕ as well as of the potential Φ + ϕ , they can be chosen with some arbitrariness. We take them in the form:
The given expressions for the "charge" and potential differ from the corresponding relations taken in [48] but the both variants lead to the same left hand side of the relation (60) . The convenience of our variant will be shown in the following. It can be also verified that:
Finally, the relation (57) can be represented in the form:
Due to the fact that the variations of the Hamiltonian H at the horizon and at the infinity should be equal to one another [61] we can write the first law in the form:
Extended thermodynamics
In this section we consider thermodynamic functions of the black hole using the so called extended phase space. This extension is based on assumption about the relation between the cosmological constant and thermodynamic pressure. For long time the cosmological constant Λ has been supposed to be held fixed. Approximately a decade ago it was suggested that the cosmological constant might be varied and could be treated on the equal footing with the parameters that had been undergone the variation like mass, entropy, charge and angular momentum in case the black hole was charged or rotating. This idea relies on the suggestion that the cosmological constant is not a fundamental one, but it is rather caused by some field and possibly has quantum origin. The careful consideration showed that the quantity that appears as a conjugate to the variation of the cosmological constant would be proportional to some volume which was called as thermodynamic volume of the black hole, so the cosmological constant with suitably chosen constants can be identified with the thermodynamic pressure [69] :
Introduced thermodynamic pressure (65) gives rise to the change of thermodynamic meaning of the black hole's mass which should be identified not with the internal energy but rather with enthalpy. The conjugate value to the pressure, namely thermodynamic volume takes the form:
Having used the written above relation we write evident form for the themodynamic volume. For the case of the odd dimension of space (odd n) it takes the form:
whereas for the even n we arrive at:
It is easy to notice that the only difference in these two expressions is due to inverse trigonometric and logarithmic terms which are inherited from the metric functions. In the case of the nonminimally coupled theory that is considered an additional intensive variable should be introduced [59] :
Corresponding canonically conjugate extensive value takes the form:
Having used the latter relation in case of odd n we arrive at the expression:
For even n we obtain:
Similarly as for the thermodynamic volume the obtained expressions have the only difference in logarithmic and arctangent functions. It appears to be strange that the new thermodynamic variable, namely the variable Π has been introduced, but it should be noted that for example in case of charged black hole in Einstein-Born-Infeld theory to develop consistent extended thermodynamics it was assumed that the Born-Infeld coupling constant should be varied in complete analogy with the cosmological constant [70] . The introduced thermodynamic values allow us to write the extended first law in the following form:
Taking into consideration the relation (62) we can write the generalized Smarr relation:
It is worth been emphasized that the obtained Smarr relation has its grounds in two facts, namely the chosen form of the "scalar" potential (61) and the idea of extended thermodynamic phase space which gives possibility to introduce new thermodynamic variables such as P and Π and the values conjugate to them. We also note that the form of the scalar "potential" chosen in the paper [48] satisfies the first law (64) but does not allow to obtain the Smarr relation even in case of the extended phase space. The Smarr relation (74) was also obtained in the work [59] but there the entropy was assumed to take the same form as in the standard General Relativity and it does not match with the Wald approach.
Heat capacity and Gibbs free energy
To understand thermodynamic behaviour better one can analyze heat capacity and Gibbs free energy. The heat capacity can be calculated as follows:
It should be noted that here other parameters such as Π and Q + ϕ are also held fixed. As a result the heat capacity can be written in the form:
for even n. The dependence of the heat capacity C p from the horizon radius r + is represented on the figures (5). The figures show the discontinuity of heat capacities typical for HawkingPage phase transitions and as it has been mentioned before it takes place due to the non monotonous behaviour of temperature. The left graph of Fig.(5) demonstrates that with increase of parameter η we have the decrease of the horizon radius r + for which discontinuity happens and it means that the greater η is the black holes with smaller radius of horizon r + would be thermodynamically stable. The same situation takes place with the increase of the absolute value of the cosmological constant Λ what is demonstrated on the right graph of the Fig.(5) . It should also be noted that for the horizon radius r + large enough in comparison with the discontinuity radius the heat capacity C p monotonically increase with the following rise of r + . The Gibbs free energy is defined as follows:
Having used this standard relation we can write: for odd n and
for even n. The Gibbs free energy as a function of temperate is represented on the figures (6). The Gibbs free energy has typical behaviour for a black hole with a Hawking-Page phase transition which can be explained by the fact that for large r the metric has AdS-like behaviour which is necessary for the appearance of the Hawking-Page phase transition, the behaviour of the metric functions for small distances is of the less importance for it. It should be noted that similar behaviour of the Gibbs free energy was obtained in the paper [59] . The Fig.(7) shows that the behaviour of the Gibbs free energy as a function of temperature is qualitatively the same for different dimensions of the space n, but for larger n the peak of the Gibbs free energy becomes higher whereas for small temperatures it has steeper descent in comparison with the case of smaller n. For large temperatures the Gibbs free energy decreases slowly and does not have substantial differences for different values of n.
Conclusions
The work is devoted to the investigation of a slowly rotating black black hole solution in the theory with nonminimal derivative coupling. We also take into account the cosmological constant. It should be pointed out that a static solution in this approach was also considered in the works [41, 43] and our solution is in agreement with those previously obtained solutions. The careful analysis shows that we have two types of solutions depending on the sign of the parameter η, whereas the other coupling parameter of the theory α is assumed to have positive value.
The first type of solution, namely when η > 0 is valid when the cosmological constant is negative (Λ < 0). The negative sign of the cosmological constant is necessary to provide positivity of kinetic energy term of the scalar field in the outer part of the black hole solution. In general, we can conclude, that this type of solution represented by the relations (14) and (15) shows the behaviour similar to AdS-Schwarzschild black hole, namely it has the only event horizon and demonstrates the AdS-like behaviour for large distances, whereas for small distances it recovers the AdS-Schwarzschild part with additional terms, proportional to ∼ r 4 . It is worth being pointed out that in the regime of large nonminimal coupling (large η) one can also arrive at the AdS-Schwarzschild part with additional term ∼ r 4 but in this case this correction does not depend on the parameters α and η in contrast with the situation for small r, where some dependence takes place. It should also be noted that the first type of solution is represented by the mentioned above two relations (14) and (15) describing the cases of odd and even space dimensions respectively. The difference between odd and even n lies in the appearance of the ∼ arctan(r/d) term for the first case and ∼ ln(r 2 /d 2 + 1) for the second one. But, it should be stressed that the mentioned terms give rise to similar behaviour of the metric functions (14) and (15) for small and large distances as well as in the regime of strong nonminimal coupling. The additional fact to confirm this statement is the behaviour of the Kretschmann scalar (26) which for both parities of n behaves in the same manner for small as well as for large distances.
The second type of solution takes place for the negative parameter η, namely here we arrive at the relations (29) and (30) . The careful analysis of this type of solution has shown that it cannot be treated as a black hole solution. The most important fact that demonstrates why we do not have a black hole is the existence of the divergence point r b for the kinetic term of the scalar field ϕ which lies between the roots of the metric function U (r) and it would mean that this scalar field would be unstable somewhere in the outer domain of the black hole.
We also considered thermodynamics of the obtained black hole. Firstly we obtained black hole's temperature using the standard procedure based on Killing vectors (34) and it is supposed to be true even in more general cases than standard General Relativity. The obtained relations for the temperature, namely (35) and (36) demonstrate that the temperature has nonmonotonous behaviour as a function of horizon radius. It grows up to infinity when the radius of horizon goes to zero. For large horizon radius it increases almost linearly which is typical for Schwarzschild-AdS black hole. For some intermediate value of r + the temperature achieves its minimal values which tells us that we have Hawking-Page phase transition that separates thermodynamically stable and unstable solutions. To sum up the analysis of the temperature we can conclude that qualitatively its behaviour is very similar to the mentioned above Schwarzschild-AdS black hole.
It should be pointed out that in case of the theory with nonminimal derivative coupling or more general Horndeski theory there some ambiguities in the definition of important thermodynamic values such as entropy [47, 48] . It was shown [47, 48] that the most substantial approach to the definition of entropy is based on the method proposed by Wald [61, 62] which relies upon the Noether conserved quantities. In our case we also used Wald procedure and obtained the expressions for the black hole's mass (56) , entropy (59) and the first law (64) . The entropy we obtained is proportional to the area of horizon A but has some factor which appears due to nonminimal coupling and the obtained relation is in full agreement with corresponding formulas in [47, 48] . To obtain the first law it was proposed to introduce additional scalar "charge" Q + ϕ , related to the field ϕ but it can be chosen in different ways. The choice we have made here allows us to derive the Smarr relation (74) which is not possible to obtain, when one uses the form of the scalar potential, given in [48] .
Having introduced thermodynamic pressure (65) we have also examined the thermodynamics of the black hole in so called extended phase space. The extended phase space allowed us to construct the Smarr relation (74). To obtain this relation additional intensive variable Π was introduced [59] . It should be noted that that appearance of additional intensive variables related to some coupling constants is typical when one considers extended thermodynamic phase space, for example in the case of Einstein-Born-Infeld theory [70] where it was introduced an additional thermodynamic variable related to the Born-Infeld coupling constant. We also point out that the Smarr relation we have obtained does not include the scalar "charge" Q + ϕ because it is not a conserved quantity. At the same time its variation is present in the first law (64) and its generalized form (73). Finally we have calculated heat capacity (75) and Gibbs free energy (78). The heat capacity has a discontinuity point which separate stable and unstable phases. The Gibbs free energy is nonmonotonous function of temperature and its behaviour is in general similar to what we have for Schwarzschild-AdS black hole.
